
228 EXERCISES

4. Bound-free radiation through a hydrogen shell (Section 2.6.3 on page 38 !)

A homogeneous shell consists of tenuous, cold hydrogen gas at temperature T and density
N . It sits in vacuum and encloses a vacuum. The shell thickness d and radius R have d ! R.
The shell is optically thin in all directions for the Balmer continuum and the Balmer lines.
It is optically thick but e!ectively thin for Lyman continuum radiation and the Lyman lines.
The bound-free Balmer and Lyman extinction and emissivities are !BaC

! , jBaC
! , !LyC

! and
jLyC
! , respectively.

a) Sketch the total extinction as function of wavelength with the help of Table 8.1 on
page 176. At which wavelengths do the Balmer and Lyman continua overlap? Are there
spectral lines in the overlap region?

Express the total source function in this wavelength region in the coe"cients above, for
locations within the shell layer, outside the shell, and at the shell center.

Express I! , J! and F! at the shell center in the coe"cients above for both continua.
Do these expressions include radiation that was emitted by one part of the shell towards
another part and then scattered towards the shell center?

b) Sketch the angular intensity distributions observed by a distant observer across the shell
at " = 364.5 nm and " = 91.1 nm. Are the Lyman lines in emission, in absorption or
absent?

c) The Lyman bound-free processes may be described by a “one-level-plus-continuum” ap-
proximation resembling the two-level simplification for resonance lines. What is neglected
in this approximation? What processes take the place of resonance scattering? Show that
stimulated emission is negligible and argue that there is complete redistribution over the
Lyman continuum.

d) Discuss the collisional photon destruction probability # for Lyman continuum photons.
What particles take part in such collisions? Why may one expect that # ! 1? Is (2.144)
(page 41) valid or should you use some analogy of (2.145) with the averaged radiation
field J!? Averaged over what? And what about #!0?

e) Explain that !BaC
! ! !LyC

! and explain that !BaC
! ! [!BaC

! ]LTE. Give an estimate for
the ratio !LyC

! /[!LyC
! ]LTE.

f) Assume that there is a (rather strange) star at the center of the shell which emits the
Ly! line exclusively, Lambert-wise and with brightness temperature T Ly star

b . Its radius
is r = 0.001R. Express the flux FLy "

! emitted by the shell in T Ly star
b on the assumption

that all impinging Ly! photons scatter through the shell eventually (#Ly "
!0

= 0). Is this
assumption realistic?

Will the shell reach T Ly star
b if it is e!ectively thick for the Ly! irradiation?

g) Now assume that the central star emits the Lyman continuum as well, also with T Ly star
b .

Explain that the shell produces much stronger Balmer line emission in this case.

5. The Eddington and two-stream approximations (Section 4.3 on page 92 !)

This problem illustrates the two-stream method mentioned on page 94. It is copied from
Rybicki and Lightman (1979; their problem 1.10).
A semi-infinite isothermal atmosphere contains material that absorbs and emits thermally
and scatters radiation monochromatically, with constant collision destruction probability
#! . Assume that the radiation field can be described as radiation traveling through the


